
BLOG 100 (A) The Flood Is Upon Us. 
It is time for all people, from all walks of life, to stand strong together, against the 
evils of the one who roams the earth only to steal, kill & destroy, John 10:10, while 
realizing that "True Freedom" is at stake for all. This country's Christian’s & non-
Christians alike, need to realize that we do not have to agree on all life choices, or 
opinions to stand strong together, for God and/or constitutionally given rights, as 
that's what free will is about, we can believe differently & still love each other. 
We do not have to like, believe in, or advocate for each other's beliefs, to realize 
that we all have the right to beliefs & opinions, as well as God commanded love, 
that we should display, regardless of other's ways, which is between them & God.  
 
Now as we stand strong in love, that does not mean that we advocate for immoral 
acts, nor that we should stand with politicians, or any other, that advocates what 
is immoral, or against the will of God; it simply means that we love the person & 
though we can hold them responsible for their deeds, according to God's & man's 
laws, we do not judge the person, as that’s Gods job, but again it also doesn’t mean 
that we give in & advocate for, wave flags for, or legalize, that which is immoral & 
degrading to God & humanity & then ask God to bless us, as again though we don't 
judge the person, we do judge ungodly acts & deeds.  
 
If you want to see God’s blessing than you had better stand up & start advocating 
for what God has put you here for, to be a leader & role model, not a judge, for 
those who are lost & don't know Gods love & ways, while leading them onto the 
right track, through intellectual love & understanding, or attacking the conscience 
through the fear of God,  not judgmental hatred, but truthful Godly fear of an 
eternity without God, as you love on them & pray for God to open their eyes. 
 
For those who refuse to believe; There is nothing you can say to judge, condemn, 
or lose them, as they are already condemned, lost & judged if you don't pull out all 
weapons, including truthful fear, where needed, they may stay lost forever.   
 
e.g. Please let me pray for you, that you may not recall the chance that you passed 
up, to beat the horrors of eternal life in that horrendously frightful, forever burning 
pit of fire & brimstone, as you traded the eternal bliss, that you will hear of, but 
never taste, for the carnal temporary joy of following those that misled you, as you 
lived by your will on earth, lost & deceived by the one who came only to steal, kill 
& destroy all whom he could blind of the truths of the creator & judge of all things. 
 


